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SOME PROPERTIES OF SET FUNCTORS 
VSra TRNKDVi, Praha 
In the present paper functors from the category S 
of all sets into itself are studied. Special attention is 
paid to the preservation of various configurations in 5. 
There are investigated the functors preserving intersec-
tions, proimages, difference kernels, products and subdi-
rect products. The paper has six parts. The first one 
brings the basic conventions, notations, familiar defini-
tions and facts used in the sequel. The second part cont-
ains two propositions concerning the preservation of inter-
section of finite families and proimages and it brings se-
veral examples. In the third part there are defined the 
small functors. These are exactly the functors expressible 
as direct limits of the small diagrams composed from cova-
riant hom-functors. For the small functors their first and 
second charachters are defined. The first character of a 
small functor F specifies, roughly speaking, the number 
of hom-functors we have to take in order to express F as 
a factor functor of their disjoint union. The second cha-
racter determinates the supremum of their dimensions. Fur-
ther we bring several lemmas, issuing in the theorem 3,1 
describing all the functors preserving the difference 
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kernels and intersections. In the fourth and fifth sec-
tions there are investigated the functors preserving 
products or subdirect products, respectively. We bring 
a number of lemmas on these. The fourth part results in 
the theorem 4,1 describing all the functors preserving 
products, the fifth one in the theorem5,1 describing all 
the functors preserving subdirect products. The sixth 
section examines the possibility of the embedding of a 
given functor into a horn-functor. There are again brought 
various examples. The results of the present paper can be 
generalized to functors of a category with suitable pro-
perties to the category 5 « 
1. 
We recall some definitions and give some conven-
t ions . 
I . Conventions from the set theory. 
Every ordinal number i s the set of a l l smaller or-
dinal numbers; in particular, 0 *- P, 4*{01,l*iQ)41;cardinal 
numbers are those ordinal numbers cc such that i f ft 
i s a smaller ordinal number, then there is no one-to-one 
mapping of ft onto ct , 
The ordered couple of elements .x^ 9 ocz i s denoted by 
^X« «** > - I-f X i s a set , then by -eY the identical 
mapping of X onto i t s e l f i s denoted, by t£ : 0 -+ X the 
empty mapping i s denoted. A mapping -f ; X —> V i s cal-
led inclusion if f(x) ** «X for a l l X € X. As usual, 
every mapping onto a set i s called a surjection, every 
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one-to-one mapping i s called an in jec t ion . 
I I . All functors throughout th i s paper wi l l be covari-
ant functors from the category 5 of a l l se t s (the 
empty set including!) and a l l the i r mappings into i t -
self . Often we consider functors only up to the natural 
equivalence -=-5-" * 
I I I . Let F G be functors; 
F i s a subfunctor of Cf ~if there exis ts a mono-
transformation fju : F —*• Cx • 
F i s a factorfunctor of (r i f there exis ts an 
epitransformation "P ; 6" —• F . 
If P i Cr —y F i s a natural transformation, then by 
y>CG) the subfunctor H of F with HCX)* ^ CGCX)) 
for every set X i s denoted. 
IV. Let us l i s t some of the used functors (the notation 
from Lll i s kept) : 
I denotes the ident ica l functor; 
Cyi denotes the constant functor to a set M ^ 
fl/^l denotes the covariant hom-functor from a se t 
M , i . e . dM CX) * X&m, CM, X) . 
Thus 0,p & Ci . The functor C0 i s cal led t r i -
v i a l , the others are non- t r iv i a l . 
V. For every non- t r iv ia l functor F denote by f* i t s 
domain-range-restriction to the category of a l l non-
void se t s and a l l the i r mappings (such a r e s t r i c t i o n ex-
i s t s since F -# C0 implies FCX) * 0 tor every non-
void set X )# 
VI. In the sequel we consider the d i s jo in t union V of 
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functors over a set (for the definition see for example 
also Ilj). But we are not quite correct in the compu-
ting with them. If F * V Qu . we often suppose 
Ley *c ' 
&M £X) C FCX) . This simplifies the denotation. 
VII. Recall (cf.£2J) that if f * X ~+ V is an in-
jection (or a surjection) and X -£ 0 , then 
F6P) is also an injection (or a surjection, respecti-
vely). For, choose ft t Y «—* X with ft • f ~ -£~ (or 
* *H, = *ey ); then FCH,) * FC-f) « ^ (or FC4) • 
• FC/c)sr -e f respectively) . 
VIII. For every functor F and every mapping f : X-+ Y 
denote by FCXL the set of a l l CFWJCx) with 
X €. FCX). If -f i s an inclusion, we shall write also 
F(X) y instead of FCX)4 . 
IX. Recall that a functor F i s said to be separating 
if , whenever A, &cX,An&&rj2f; then FCA) n 
n FCB)X * 0 -
Every functor F can be expressed as F -* f̂  v F£ 7 
where F i s separating and f^ has no non-trivial s e -
parating subfunctor (cf. Statement 4,3 from f3J). 
2 . 
We recal l that a functor F 
preserves intersections (or preserves intersections of 
f in i te collections or preflemg npn-vpj4 |.p1?ersec1?jLpnff 
Pf tM%$ ppJLleg ĵpnff) i f , whenever X i s a set and 
4 YK j oc B A J a col lect ion of i t s subsets and 
ya (~\ y (or moreover A ia f in i te or moreover A 
ia f in i te and y 4* 0 , respectively) , then FOQ^ m 
preserves proimages (or preserves Proimages of non-void 
se t s f respectively), i f , whenever 4 : X —* y i s a sur-
jection, A c V (or moreover A =# 0 9 respectively), 
B = 4"UA) 7 then FCB)X - C F « )l"\FCA)y > • 
preserves flJXfgyence ^ernejja (or preserves non-volfl flfrf-
ference kernels) i f , whenever 4 ., 0-' X ~* V are map-
pings, A i s their difference kernel, i .e* A * < ( . X e X } 
-fC*x) ss q*Cx)J (or moreover A 4s 0 f respectively), 
then F(A)» i s the difference kernel of FC4) and 
FCq,) ; 
preserve3 difference kernels of stara i f . whenever y 
i s a star ( i . e . ^ a r - f < ^ , 9 ^ > J L B J J where 
J * # , -£ ? <fo : X —* \ are mappings), A i s the 
difference kernel of if ( i . e . A « { , X 6 X ) 40Cx)* fttx) 
for a l l C e J J ) , then F^A)^ i s the difference ker-
nel of the star Fif ( i . e . Fif - « FC\ ) , F(9i)>; 
L e J } ) . 
Note 2,1: It is known and easy to see that F 
preserves difference kernels of stars if and only if it 
preserves difference kernels and intersections. 
Proposition 2fl: Every functor preserves non-void 
intersections of finite collections. 
Proof: Let X be a set, A, B its subsets, 
An2>*0. Then evidently F(A/->fc)Ac FCA) , 
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F ( A n & ) - c F C B ) , consequently F C A n B ) x c 
C F ( A ) X O F C B ) X . Let ;*eFCA) x n FCB>)K ; 
we have to prove x € F f A n B L . Denote by i ; 
.' A - * X , -tft ; B —* X , fi: A n & —* A the inclu-
sions. Denote by a or Jr the elements of FCA) or 
FCB) with IFUA)JCa,)=Z, LFa^)l(A>) ** Z, . Choose 
C e A n B and define the mapping /t ' K —* A such 
that >fc Cx ) - X for *x £ A , Jt Cx) « c for X € 
6 X - r A , Then /£ * -£. « -£ . and there exist some 
t ; B —* A n B such that fc * -tL *= ^L * t . Put 
At * CFCt)3C-£r) £ F M n & ) . Then a, ** lFC>t*iA)]Ca,U 
= IF(H,)1CZ) « LF(K*iB)]&) = lF(fi*t)lC£>-)=£FCii)]Cd), 
consequently d, € FCA n & ) ^ f which implies Z € 
e FCAn &) x . 
Corol) ar.v 2*1: Every separating functor preserves 
intersect ions of f i n i t e col lec t ions . 
Convention 2 .1 : Let P, M be s e t s , ft 1 P —* M 
a mapping. Denote by C0 . . , the functor F defined 
as follows: 
if 9 = 0, M =• 0 , then F ~ C0 ; 
i f M -# 0 , then F * « C* FC#) = P and if 
X 4- 0 , then FC-2£) - ^ * 
If P = 0 , we sha l l write C^ M instead of Cp M . 
Examples 2 t l : 
a) If M #= Ĵ  „ then the functor £, M does not pre-
serve intersections of finite collections. 
b) Now we describe the functor F with the following 
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properties: F is separating, preserves intersections 
of finite collections but it does not preserve intersec-
sections. Let N be the set of all natural numbers. 
Let -i> : GL — t F be the epitransformation such that 
ri 
the equali ty Ĵ <T«X) - a^ (n^) with X « - f ^ C L , ^ 
e QNCX), nf =<<ifaj£^ e QH(X) holds i f and on-
ly if there exis ts mi s N such that x^ ** rtfa, for 
a l l rtv £ m,. I t is easy to see that F has the requi -
red proper t ies . 
Proposition 2.2 : If a functor F preserves non-
void difference kernels , then i t preserves proimages of 
non-void s e t s . 
Proof: Let -f t X —* y be a sur jec t ion , A c Y , 
A + 0 f B mfCA). Denote by t^ : B -* A , £, * .4 - * 
—* Y the inclusions. Then there ex is t s a mapping <£,: 
•' &-+ A with -t • a* -» *f * i B ^ which implies FCBLc 
cLFU)l~i(F(A)y ) . Conversely, l e t z,e t FCf) 1"' 
•(F(A)„). We have to prove X e F(B)V . Let Z be the 
se t received from Y* v Y* (where Y* and Y2 are 
copies of the set Y ) by iden t i f i ca t ion of every point 
of A1 with the corresponding point of A1 % l e t -t' : 
. y —*9 Z or i ; Y—> Z be the embeddings of Y 
onto X* or Y1 9 respect ively. Then A i s the d i f f e -
rence kernel of i and t' and B is the difference 
i * 
kernel of -t. • -f and t^ * -f . We have CFi '^C'-t) 6 
eFCA>y, which implies f F a f * f ) 7 r . r ) * r f F r i J l * ^ ) J ^ ) . 
Consequently z e F ( B ) , 
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Examples 2 .2 : 
a) The question, whether a preservation of a l l d i f fe -
rence kernels implies a preservation of proimages of 
a l l s e t s , remains open. Nevertheless, i t is evidently 
true for a l l functors F with F (0) -» 0 • 
b) Example of a separating functor not preserving pro-
images: Let i> : CL —y F be the epitransformation such 
that 
i f and only i f X^ - *<% — ify ** ^ * 
Then F has the required proper t ies . 
c) The converse of Proposition 2,2 does not hold. The 
functor which we receive from GL by ident i f ica t ion 
of every couple Ox /U,) with the couple C^9 -X ) 
preserves proimages. I t does not preserve difference 
kernels . 
3 . 
Definition 3 .1: Let F be a functor. If A, X are 
s e t s , A c FCX) f denote by F<A x> the following 
subfunctor 6 of F : for every set y &CV) i s the 
set of a l l /^ c FCY) such that nj, m LF(4)1C<1) for 
some a c A , I f X - * Y } it $,: M —* P i s a map-
ping, then &(Q,)t &(M) —* G-(F) i s the domain-range-
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r e s t r i c t i o n of FCg^) . 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 : Let F be a functor . Every coup le 
< A , X > w i t h A C FCX) i s s a i d to be a reach ing 
couple of F i f e i t h e r F » C0 OP A * / and 
I f there e x i s t s a reach ing coup le of a functor F , then 
F i s sa id to be smal l . 
D e f i n i t i o n 3f3i Let F be a small functor . The smal-
l e s t couple CA44*9 M> ) of card inal numbers ( i n the l e -
x ico-graph i c wel l order of the c l a s s of a l l coup les of 
card inal numbers) such that there e x i s t s a reach ing coup-
l e <A,X> of F wi th cwul A* 4^ fca#dX ** M-, will 
be c a l l e d the character of F . Then Ail. w i l l be c a l l e d 
the f i r s t character of F and denoted by %r } 44-
w i l l be c a l l e d the second character of F and denoted 
by %f . 
Proposi t ion 3 . 1 : Let <A9 X > be a reach ing coup-
l e of a functor F . Then ^^exucd A , \ p & &****> X . 
Proof: The f i r s t inequa l i ty i s the immediate conse-
quence of the d e f i n i t i o n , the proof of the second one i s 
easy . 
Propos i t ion 3 . 2 : 
a) A functor F i s small i f and only i f e i t h e r F-« C0 
or F * i s a factorfunctor of a C V Q,^ ) * • 
b) ^ * ^ s | j ! ; i f F * i s a factorfunctor of 
(, Yr QM > * , then kr * Cakd 7> \r * *?# ca/cU 1 ' 
l> £ J i, L e v 
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c) Let F be small; i f \ F m 0 then F «• C0 ; i f 
J7 Mt are s e t s , ca**£ J .£ ^ r > 0 and ca*d M^^ 
Z%^ then F * i s a factorfunctor of ( V dM ) * • 
Proof i s easy** 
Note 3 . 1 : A functor F is small i f and only i f 
the image of the category S has a generator, or, if 
and only i f either F * C0 or F* i s a direct limit 
of a diagram (over a small category) of functors 61* . 
Convention 3 f l : If F i s a functor, X is a set , 
y c x , we put y*~ Fey) - u FCZK . 
* Z + Y 
Proposition 3 .3 : Let F be a functor preserving 
difference kernels. Let <t s Q —* F be a natural 
transformation with KXM C&M ) £ M
M , Then fc i s a 
monotransformation. 
Proof: Let p, Cp)=p, C&) for some p., 6* 6 
£ awcy;.Then p^caM(pnceM)7 &=[QMc<r)iceM) . 
Consequently, i f we put ;£ -=- (O. C€M ) , then fFtp)lCz)= 
« CFCe)l(z) * thus ^ is an element of the difference 
kernel of Ftp.) and F(G) . Denote by p the di f fe-
rence kernel of p and &, Then £ e FCD)M which im-
pl ies , together with x> € M*, M ** D -
Definition 3 .4: A functor F is said to be rg^ 
gular i f every monotransformation ft* J C* —* F* can 
be extended on a monotransformation (JL S C^ —* F . 
Note 3 .2 : A functor C- ^ ^ i s regular i f 
and only If jjft i s a surjection. 
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Lemma 3.1: Let (JL : G ~> F be a monotransforma-
tion, 4 : X ~* V be a mapping. If either X -# 0 or 
(j is regular, then there is no JC e FCX) with 
(*) LFC4)l(x)e (juy(6(V))- LF(4)3 ((LCX(G(X))) . 
Proof: I . First suppose X « 0 and (j regular. 
If for some *x e FCX) the assertion (#.) holds then ne-
cessarily y 4= 0 . Put nft=LFc4)]Co<) * There exists 
a monotransformation -p: C* —-> (3-* such that (Ct * 
• i>y (D
 s ty . If V ; C^ —¥ G i s an extension of i> f 
X * (U0 * V0 (1) 9 then y, « LF(4)1(X) e 
€ LFC4)1 (<UX CGCX ))) which i s a contradiction. 
I I . Now l e t X * 0 . Let 4 ** cy * M* , where *ii 
: X —>Z i s a surjection, ^ s 2 —* Y i s an injec-
t ion . If for some «x e FCX) the assertion (.* ) holds, 
then x - LFCJh,)lC&) e FCZ) - (U>M CGC2 )) . 
Then necessarily LFC$,)]Cz) €. (U,yCGCY))-LF(g,)lC(4.BCGCZ))). 
Choose some K ; Y —> 2 with H. *£. « *L . Then a: «• 
r t F C / t - ^ ) 2 ( 2 ) e r F a ) ] r ( a y ^ f y » ) * 
m (ULZCLGC/C)1CGCV)))C: (Ug C&C2)) 
which i s a contradiction. 
L1rlIM 3 i? ! J** F preserve intersections. Then F 
i s regular. 
Proof i s easy. 
^BrT* ? iV A regular subfunctor of a functor pre-
serving difference kernels and intersections preserves 
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difference kernels and intersections. 
Proof is easy. Use Lemma 3>1. 
Convention 3 f2: Let F be a functor preserving in-
tersections. For every set X and every x, e FC X) put 
*x « n y . 
ycx 
Then evidently 4: e *X* , FCX) -= yU Y* . 
Lejjmj|_2*_i: A functor preserving difference kernels 
and intersections i s small. 
Proof: Let F preserve difference kernels and in-
tersections. Suppose that F i s not small. Then F 4* C0 . 
Choose a set X such that cwcdL X £ cuvccL FC2) . Choo-
se a set Y 4- 0 and /y, e FCY) such that there are 
no 4 t X -+ y and x € FCX) with EFC-OJCJO » ^ . 
Put M « * y , Then <uwtxi M > cxvcdL X . Denote by £, s 
: M —> y the inclusion and by rrrv the element of 
FCM) with lFCiM)lC^v)- <&. Then m e Ml
M 5 con-
sequently the natural transformation <JL : (RM—> F with 
(̂ M ^ M ) — ^ Is a monotranaf ormation. Thus 
cwcdL &M C2) h. cxvcdL FC2 > which i s a contradiction be-
cause tcucdL FC2) < cmxLQ? £ CJCUCCC QM C2) . 
Lg«W 3.5- -*t i>; V^, a M F be an e-
pitransformation such that a l l domain-restrictions -*> ; 
' ®M ~~* f of V are mono transformations. If g* c 
€ a M CX), ^ ^ O L / X ) , > V ^
; * # <>'> / then 
9> £Mt ) » ^'Cf^, > ' 
Proof: If +**~«- oY^atfl some/^e y'CM^-Cf CM ), 
- з з * > -
choose a mapping 6: X —* X such that (T(x) ** -V 
whenever * € Cf CM^) f 6~(ty) -# n^ . Then T^(cf')** 
- i>x (Cf)=Vx(Cr*Cf)*')>x(&0<f')-J this contradicts the 
fact that l) , i s a monotransformation. 
Theorem 3 .1: Let F be a functor. The f o l l o -
wing statements are equivalent: 
( i ) F preserves difference kernels and intersections; 
( i i ) F is small* regular and either F -» C0 or for 
every X 9 x € F(X) the functor f^^/ x >
 i a - ^ u - * 
ra l ly equivalent to C0 ^ or to some ^ j 
( i i i ) there exists an epitransformation y>: V (3^ —* F 
such that a l l domain-restrictions l>, ; flM —.* F of 5̂  
are monotransformations. 
Proof: ( i ) -=-=--> ( i i ) : F is small and regular as 
i t follows from pervious lemmas. Let F + C0 7 X be a 
se t , oc 6 F(X) . If X = 0 , then (=T<Jt/ x> — (3^ — C, . 
It X + 0,*X-0 , then f ^ x > ~ <^f , Let X * 
*07M~*X*0. P u t & r F ( ^ x > , L e t i . M - * * 
be the inclusion. Denote by a, the element of F(M) 
with E FU )3Ca) « * . Then a. e MM , <<a, 3 7 M > 
is a reaching couple of (r . Let H be the functor with 
H* * G*9 HC0) i s the set of a l lure F(0) with 
LFC'fy )C<z) € GC1) . Since H i s a regular sub-
functor of F . i t preserves difference kernels and i n -
tersections. Hence the natural transformation y): QH~-* 
—> H with ->)M (-eM ) m CL i s a monotransformation. The 
restrict ion 2)*: Q£ — t H * i s an epitransformation. 
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Since M -4» 0 , there exists no monotransformation pc; 
: C* —> H* . Consequently, HC0) = 0 which implies 
<* - H * <SM ? 
( i i ) ==-> ( i i i ) : If F ~ C, , put 2 = 0 . Let F -* C„ . 
Let <A, X> be a reaching couple of F, A # 0 - Denote 
by B the set of a l l a> € A such that f̂ ,̂ x > i s 
/naturally equivalent to some C3M Ma 4- j ^ . If a. € /4 -
- B , then either F^ix> =- *£, or F<<tcJX> -* 
^ Ĉ ^ , Since F i s regular, there exists some a,' e 
eFC0) with £Fft}JJftt'> -r a, . For every are FO&T; deno-
te by /C6*; C — • F the monotransformation with 
(AfCD - 5: . The definition of the epitransformation 
i>' C V fiL ) v V' ££> - * F 
eeft M * X€FC0> * *-
with the required properties i s evident. 
( I i i ) — * ( i ) : If * > ' t ^ / (3M - * F ia an epitransfor-
mation such that a l l x>L are monotransformations, then i t 
i s easy to prove that F preserves difference kernels. We 
prove that F preserves intersections. Let iX $ ct €. A} 
be a non-void collection of subsets of X , Y » Cs Y, , 
7 mCCA * ' 
Z €/^A
FCXc\ ' Cho<>se tye &M CX} *lth i>xC<p>~ X* 
For every at €. A there exists y^ e QM C\
/ ) x such 
that >̂  f ^ ) * as . Lemma 3,5 implies ^ CM̂ > « ^ CMt ) . 
Since ^CM C ) c ^ there i s /y. d flw (% )* . Thus tyt 
*> O aM *^>if * M̂ <*>* , h«nce z e FCV\ . 
*L€A M4, . * x M t * * * 
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Note 3.3: The following proposition needed later , 
can be proved analogoualy to 3ome parte of the proof of 
the Theorem: 
Let F be a functor which preaerves difference kernels 
and intersections, F(0) * 0 7 let <A*^7M> > be the 
character of F . Then there exists an epitransformation 
V * V 6L — > F such that 
a) Mf + 0 for all L e J ; 
b) a l l y)L are monotranaformations; 
c) ocvodb Of « AH> 9 suofy COJcdL ML -» M* . 
4. 
Definition 4.1: Let X - <X^; ot 6 A I be a non-
void col lection of se t s . A couple < X j < f^ 7 oc & A3 > 7 
where X i s a aet, fH : X —> X^ are mappings, i s said 
to be a subdirect product of X i f , 
a) whenever X f nf, G X 7 X 4« n^ there exist9 oc € A 
9uch that f^ Cx) -# f^ (<y>) ; 
b) i f a l l X^ are non-void aete, then a l l f^ are aur-
jections. 
If moreover for every ot € A and every x^ € X^ / oc € A 
there exiats some x e X with ^Cx) ** x^ for a l l oc e 
€ A then < X 7 { ^ 7 <K € A } > ia called, as usu-
a l , product of X . 
The definition of functors preserving subdirect products 
or proflucfrs., respectively, i s evident. 
- З Э Г -
Lgp.^ 4t\: ^t a functor F preserve subdirect 
products. Then F is small. If F preserves products 
then \ p £ A . 
Proof: Let F * Cp . 
a) Let F preserve subdirect products. For every M c 
c FC2) choose, whenever i t i s possible, a set XM and 
a point XM € F̂ -KM ) such that for every rm € M the-
re exists -f; X„ — • 2 with L F(t )1 (XM)** w> * Put 
X » V' XM •, l e t -iM : XM —* X be the embedding; 
put aM m £ F (*LM )I («XM ) • Let A be the set of a l l 
a^ . We prove that <>4, X> i s a reaching couple of 
M ' 
F . Let Y * 0 f <y,€ FCy) . Denote by <& the 
set of a l l mappings q,: Y —* 2 . For every q^ e <& 
put 2 ^ m 2 . Let < Pj {# y g, e <&J > be the product 
of the col lect ion < 2^ ', £- * 4r / ; let y s y - * P 
be the mapping with Jr * y » g, . Put jfu»tF(iy)l Ca^) . 
Let Mff be the set of a l l £ FC*r~ )J C/t> * For every 
q, e dr choose some -fL ; X —* 2. with 
tF(^)l(aM)=£F(Jr9,)l(4i) . Let y / X - * P be the 
mapping with JT # <y « jL for a l l ^ € <& . Since 
<F(P)<f{F(3^)', <fre &}> i s a subdirect product, then 
necessarily lF(Cf)l(aM ) ** <fL . Now i t i s sufficient 
to choose if ; P —* y with f * y - <ey . Then 
b) Let F preserve products. For every «x e F(2) put 
2^ » 2 , Let <P; < ^ > * € FC2.>1 > be the product 
of the col lect ion <2„ ; -X 5 FC2) ? . Denote by a the 
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point of FCP) such that L FC^)JCCL) ** X for a l l 
.y € FC2). The couple <<ai , P > i s a reaching couple 
of F 9 the proof i s analogous to a) . 
Lemma 4,2; Let a functor F preserve subdirect pro-
ducts, F 4s Ce and let F have no non-trivial separating 
subfunctor. Let V ; (3 .̂ —> F* be an epitransformation. 
Then F * --* C* . 
1 
Proof; If R 4* 0, sc , JZ' e <3M CR ) , then the 
fact >>R (2L) m j>R (JZ,') wi l l be written by :-& / v j-r'. » 
Let A . ; M —^ 2 or 1 J M —* 2 be the constant mapping 
9 7 
on 0 or 4 , respectively. Since F has no non-trivial 
separating subfunctor, X ^ X . We prove X ~ X0 for 
an arbitrary X i M —+ 2 . Put M, « AT* C0) , M^ « 
ar X^CD . L e t X » -fO/,-^ c^ rf ? be a four-point se t , 
9? 7y; X —> 2 be the mappings with CfCa,) — CfCfr) ** 
« 0 , CfCc)~cpCd)~ 1, yrC<x)»vCc)^0, yrCA-)= yCd)** 1. 
Then < FCX) j <FCg>), FCiy)3> i s a subdirect product. Let 
PfP': M ~** * b e t n e mappings with pM* <X9 p'dx) ~Jlr 
whenever * e M„ , pCcx) ** C, p'Cx) m dL whenever 
* e Mj . Then p, p' € QM CX) and 
tQM(cf)l(p)*<f<>p= X m Chop's* LQMCcf)JCp') , 
lQMty)3Cp)= y.p^X^X^ yr.p's? LQMOy)jCp') , 
consequently p <^> p' . Let 6": X —* X be the mapping 
with eCa)** a, &CC)~ C, GCJr) « fr-GCcC) . Then ne-
cessarily £> «- €?• p ~ 6~» p ' . Hence X * g> * p <~~ 
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<^<f*G*ip'm Xc . Thus ca*dF(2)** A . The rest of the 
proof i s evident. 
L e IM 4 i3 ! Le<t F preserve subdirect products and 
l e t i t have no non-trivial separating subfunctor. Then 
F °*> CB ^ where either P -» 0 or f i i s a sur-
jection. 
Proof: Let F -** Ca . F i s small, consequently 
there exist3 an epitranaformation i>: ( V QM )*—* F*. 
Then ^CQ* ) ^ C * for every L e Z ) thus F * ^ 
--* C* for some M . 
L9PM 4i4> 
a) Let F preserve products; then either F -» C„ or 
p jas (J or F — Ĉ  or F i s separating* 
b) Let F preserve subdirect products; then either 
F ** C0 ^ where At i s a surjection, orF—C.^^ ^ 
where G ia aeparating and preaerve3 3ubdirect producte. 
Proof: Express F as F «* f^ v f̂  where £ 
i s separating and F^ has no non-trivial separating sub-
functor and use the previous .Lemmas. 
hgflpfflfl 4i?2 ^et F be a separating functor which 
preservee 9ubdirect producte. Then F preservee di f fe-
rence kernels and intersections. 
Ifroof: I . First prove that F preservee differen-
ce kernels. Let 0,C: X —* Y be mappings, A be their 
difference kernel, i : A —* X the inclusion.* Since 
<p . I m &o 4, then FCA)X c <x € FCX ) ; 
tF(p)Uz) 8 IF(e)lCz) } . Let <Xx Y;<*rx, *ryJ> 
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be the product of the collection {X , /J. Let 4 : X~r 
f 
-t X x y, if : X —f X x y be the mappings with •* M* 
s <x,f>(c*)> 9 i0(x) - <.*, eC*J > for all,xcX 
The following equalities hold evidently: 
<*) JT x-i f- «x * T y . £ - P 7 
.* If lF(p)3U) ~lF(e)3(x) for some * e F<X) 
then necessarily X € F(A)~ . m For, i f we put X> «• 
s t F C i )3(oc)y xe tF(i^)3(x.) } the assertion ( # ) 
impliesIF^ncx^sttFCrr^JCZr), lFiny)3(zf) • £FC*ry)J6cr), 
consequently au - <-£,-,€ FCX)* n RX) . . Now use £a*ol~ 
lary 2^1# Thus * e F C A ) ^ # $ , consequently ;£ € 
€ FCA>* . 
II . Now we prove that F preserves difference ker-
nels of stars. Let if* i < pL } 6*L > ; t € 7 1 be a 
star with f>L ? €[ ; X —* YL . Denote by<y; <STL • t e 
B J 3 > the product of the col lect ion ^ 5 l I J i . 
Let £>y Gi X —* y be the mappings with &l * f>
 m PL 9 
7tL c 6 m t>L . Denote by 
A the difference kernel of if , 
B the difference kernel of Fif , 
C . . . . . . . . the difference kernel of the mappings tf> and6^ 
D the difference kernel of the mappings F(p) 
and FCer) , 
Then evidently A » C > I . implies FCC)K *•]), B » J) i s 
satisf ied for subdirect-product-preserving functors. Thus 
F(A)X = B • 
Now use Note 2 , 1 , 
Theorem 4.1: The following properties of a functor 
F are equivalent: 
( i ) F preserves products; 
( i i ) F * £ or F - ^ t , or F -^ C, or F pre-
9 Vf* T 
serves difference kernels and intersections and .?-• 1# 
(iii) F m C0 or F ^ ( ! H o r F ^ fi!M for some set 
M . 
Proof: (i) -•=-> (ii) follows from Lemma 4,4, Lemma 
4,5 and Lemma 4,1. 
(ii) -*•-# (iii) follows from Proposition 3,3. 
(Iii) = * (i) iS evident. 
5. 
Definition 5.1: A natural transformation i>: flw v 
"i 
V fi^ —» F i s said to be elementary i f 
a) 1 M 1 + 0 * M2 5 
b) the domain r e s t r i c t i on s^: (3M — > F . oĴ : QM ~+ F 
of V are mo no transformations; 
c) there exist a set P and surjections nn^: NL —> PP 
nn i J^ —yP such that the following assertion i s sa-
t i s f i ed: the equality y> (g^ ) am ^ (cfa) > with gj e 
€ QM (y>f%&QM ( y > , holds i f and only i f there 
exis ts a mapping >fl : P —IV Y with <fi *- -ft » rfh,^ f 
fy ** ft* <ntz -
Note 5 .1; It i s easy toaee: Let P; (3^ v GJW - * F 
be an elementary epitransformat ion. Then there exists a 
non-void set P and monotransformations X ? flL —* CL, . 
1 P ^ > 
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Xx i fitp—* <3M such that F is the di rect l imit of 
the diagram <<Q97 GM<f >
 QM * j < **t> ** ' * * 
Note 5.2; We reca l l that i f /rn^ : M^ -*> P, />n^: 
M-—* P a r e surjections and 
p 
i s a pullback diagram in the category S , then i t i s % 
also a pushout diagram. 
Lemp|a ^ f l ; Let F be a separating functor with 
COJui FCD-sr A, %p m 2. . Then the following properties 
of F are equivalent; 
( i ) F preserves subdirect products; 
( i i ) there exis ts an elementary epitransformation 
» • <*M, v aM% - • F 5 
( i i i ) F i s a subfunctor of some Q # 
Proof; (i)«-«-i> ( i i ) ; I . There exis ts an epitransf orma-
t ion %> ; QM v (3^ —* F" satisfying a) b) from Defi-
n i t ion 5 , 1 . This follows eas i ly from Lemma 4 ,5 , Lemma 4,6 
and Note 3 ,3 . We prove c ) . 
I I . Let X be the set of a l l cardinal numbers AU-
with M4~ h. caAcLCM^ v M^ ) . Denote by 7f the set 
of a l l couples < ^ 7 ^ > where ^ ; M, —> 2 , £ : 
: M* — > 2 are mappings onto some 2 € X and3J>0-f)-» 
s r ^ C ^ K Then 7 + ^ because e<a*<£ FC4) = 4 . Let 
*4> or '-£' be equivalences defined on M1 or on M^, 
respect ively as follows; 
<V-i 4 * - * rzca2) - Tz <-afx ) -"-* •--</"«- # >
e X 
Put S, -- *-».Z , S - M*/2 ,i.x At M, -+$7 ^ '
 M2-*4 
be the projections. Let <*: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 ^ , *fc - 2 
~*^<i v ^a b e embeddings. We can suppose that i^ 9 t,± 
are inclusions. Let 4>„ e. & , . -$ .< s f we p u t / ^ R ^ 
i f and only i f ^ « 6T C ^ ) , >^-* €£ Ca^ ) f o r s o m e 
a< € M,, a^ e M2 with # f a , ) - r* <*k >
 f o r a U 
< T ^ 1 ^ > 6 CT# Let R * be the smallest equivalence on 
S^ V S2 containing R . Put P «• *
 V / £ * , l e t 
ST: S^vS^—* P be the projection. Put ̂  - # • V ^ , 
/rn *fT*i2* &2 > We prove that P , " ^ , * ^ have the re-
quired properties. 
I II . Now we prove T>pCm,^ ) * » p C/wî  ) . It i s 
easy to see that for every L -*<#}, ?^ >€ J , 9f * M,,—*Zt, 
^ : M2 —f Z^ there exists a mapping p^ * P-+ 
~+ ZL *ith <pL* mi^ <%, <pL "Hz ~ T2 **& 
< P * { p * C € 3 r 5 > i s a subdirect product. Then 
/ i i* 7 
lFCfL)l(-»pCm,)) - H / fc ' '*V • * / « [ ; > - W&
m 
m ^2 (9L * "H-i ) m l F(^}1 (^P(mtn }> * Consequently 
fyC*£j~ r>p<<m£> **& PyCji'm^)** -PyC<ri* "*>z >
 for 
every ^t ; P —fr y • 
I?. Evidently ^ £ M ) U "n^ C M^ ) « P , Since 
mCM)z:m,2(M2) Cuse Lemma 3*5), nn^ and ^t^ are 
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sur jec t ions . 
V. Let 9? : M, —.> y9 Cf^ : Mz —* Y be mappings, 
VyCfy)*>Py(%) . Then g^CMj) ^ ^
M z } ' L^t Z € X^ 
t : Z-> Y,/t:Y~?2 sa t i s fy t CZ > * ^ <M, ) , ft . t * 
* ^ . Then uc * <tt * cp^ , /C * <?2 > e 7 , nence 95 m 
( i i ) - « » ( i ü ) . P u t H * Q w v QM •
 L e t 
L - * k «1. 
_ / ^ P 
** * M * ^ 2 
be the pull-back-push-out-diagram. Let X * H —iv <j be 
the natural transformation with AM C€M ) » i^ f 
X% C eMa > - ^ - Then for «> * ^ 0 * 9 , % € fi^ CY) 
the equali ty A C<̂  ) * Xy ( 9 ^ ) holds i f and only 
if ^ y Ccf ) ~ i>y Ccf±) . Consequently there ex i s t s a mo-
notransformation pu : F —f fit^ with X m qx, * y> m 
( i i i ) = > ( i ) i s evident. 
Theorem 5 . 1 : The following propert ies of a func-
tor F are equivalent: 
( i ) F preserves subdirect products; 
( i i ) F — C_ , where .ft is a sur jec t ion , or 
P, *fL, M ' ' 
F ^ CO4H0 v (J j where O- i s small, separa-
t ing and if & * C0 9 then for every X 4=- 0 f 
X,ty€ G-CX) the functor G*< < X f y J t X >
 i s a 
subfunctor of some <3M v QM 5 
Ci i i ) F -^ Ca ^ where .*fi i s a sur jec t ion , or 
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F — Cn ^ v G , where £r » V G * and every &* 
°'*H' ' M€G&) 
satisfies the following assertions: 
i ) G*C<O - <* i -, 
2) there e x i s t s an epitransformation -p: V 6L —• G* 
with ccutd 7 i 2 and for every t , C e 3} L 4» C 
the domain r e s t r i c t i o n *y> 0 : QM v QM, ~~* ^ *" 
of V i s elementary* 
Note 5*3: The as3ertion about G from ( i i i ) can 
be formulated as fo l lows: & i s a direct l imit of a spe-
c i a l sort of a diagram composed from functors Q> . The 
descrip t ion of the sort of the diagram i s easy, use Note 
5 , 1 . 
Proof: ( i ) ==-> ( i i ) : Let F ** Fd v G f where G 
i s separating and f̂  has no non-trivial separating sub-
functor. Fd and G are small (Lemma 4 , l ) , f^ ** CF^ M 
(lemma 4 , 3 ) where e i ther P * 0 or -ft* i s a surject ion. 
If <x 4* C, then necessari ly P - 0 . Let X + 0 , 
j,: X - * 4 , * ,<y-e & O f ) , x + <fr . I££G&)1CX)~ 
~LGC£)J Cnj,) then G<<x } x > i s a su.bfunctor of s o -
me (3^ (Lemma 5 ,1) ; in the other case G<<M ^ x> ** 
(ii)=s---> ( i i i ) and (iii)-»----> ( i ) are easy to prove. 
Note 5 .4: The notion of the preservation of sub-
direct products i s near to the one of the preservation 
of separating systems. A couple <X 5 {^^ ; oc c A } > p 
where X i s a s e t , L J X - ^ X ^ a r e mappings, i s 
said to be a separating system i f the assert ion a) from 
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Definition 4,1 is s a t i s f i e d . The def in i t ion of functors 
preserving separating systems i s evident. Denote by S * 
the category of 3 l l non-void se t s and a l l the i r mappings. 
I t i s easy to see: 
1) A functor F z S* —> S* preserves separating 
systems if and only if i t preserves subdirect products. 
2) If a functor F ; S * —> S * preserves subdirect 
products, then the functor G* : S —Y S with G* -» F 9 
GrC0) — 0 y preserves subdirect products. 
3) If a functor F : S —* S preserves separating sys* 
tems then e i ther F .= Cc or F * is some of the func-
tors G-* where G s a t i s f i e s the conditions from the 
Theorem 5,1« 
Thus we receive the following character izat ion of 
functors preserving separating systems: 
A functor F preserves separating systems if and only if 
F ~ Cp ^ M v Or, where ^i i s an inject ion, GC0)~ 0 
and G preserves subdirect products. 
Note 5 .5 : In 13J functors f i l t r a f i n g products 
are considered. These are precisely functors preserving 
separating systems but not preserving products. Thus, the 
character iz3t ion of functors f i l t r a t i n g products follows 
eas i ly from Note 5,4 and Theorem 4 fl« 
Examples ?tJL: 
a) The functor F in the Example 2,1 preserves differen-
ce kernels , in tersect ions of f i n i t e col lect ions and pro-
ducts of f i n i t e co l lec t ions . I t does not preserve i n t e r -
sections and subdirect products. 
b) The functor F in the Example 2,2 c) is s epa ra t ing , 
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preserves intersections but it does not preserve diffe-
rence kernels. 
c) Now we describe a separating functor F which pre-
serves difference kernels and intersections but which 
does not preserve subdirect products: l*et N be the set 
of all natural numbers, Q* and Q* be two copies 
IV N 
of Q>N . Points of Q^CX) or Q*NCX) wi l l be de-
noted by <X<l9Xl7.>*>
i or ^ X ^ . ) 1 , respect ive ly . 
We receive F from Q4N v Q
2
N by ident i f ica t ion of 
every <X1.>^1,«**> with <M^X2,.*.> whenever t he -
r e ex is t s /m, € N such that y^ m X^ for a l l m £, 
6. 
Every subfunctor of some Q w preserves subdi-
rec t products. The converse i s not t rue . The discussion 
of the problem is given in the present pa r t . 
^Blflfl fliH! Let F be a separating functor which 
preserves subdirect products. Let p i 1 —* 2. be the 
mapping with a> CO) m 1 f pd) * 0 . Then FCp) has 
no fix*-point. 
Rrooif; The set of a l l f ix-points of FCp) is the 
difference kernel of FC*2a) and FCp) . The differen-
ce frsrnel of *C± and & i s empty and F preserves 
difference kernels . 
Lemma fif2i Let F be a separating functor which 
preserves subdirect products, l e t 1% * 2 7 
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ttvuoUFCi) * i . Then there exists an epitransf ormation 
i): V (JL —> F such that 
1) a l l domain restrictions i> : fl^ —+ F" of i> are 
monotransf ormati ons; 
2) i f v, Ce J, L -f if, then *>x 69O * V^CCf') , 
with 97 € Q2 CX) , Cf'e Q2 CK) ; i f and only i f ^ 
and cp0 both are the constant mappings on a point x e X* 
Proof: Let < A 2. > be a reaching couple of FT 
Let B be the aet of a l l q, e A with "2 - 2. Then 
< ft X > i s alao a reaching couple of F . Choose ^ c 
C B such that if a>: 2 —¥ 2 i s the mapping withjO^W* 
= i,<pC1)*= 07 then 
1) for every -fr-e B either be V or CFCf)lCb)e J ; 
2) for no lyC J there is lFCp)!Ct) € J . 
Then the epitransformation >> ; V Q« —> F with 
i> C€„ ) ss L has the required properties. 
Theorem 6 .1 : Let the f i r s t character or the second 
one of a separating functor F be less than or equal to 
2 . Then F i s a subfunctor of some Q^ i f and only 
i f i t preserves subdirect products and CA/udi FCQ) * A • 
Proof: The case y is 2 follows eas i ly from 
Lemma 5-1. 
Let ^ 6 2 ; Cased, FC4) -» 1 and F preserve aubdi-
rect product3. If r̂ m A then evidently F ~ I • 
3lf ^ F • 2 ; use the epitransformation>>: M ^ i ~~* ^ 
satisfying the assertions 1> 2) from Lemma 6,2. Then i t 
i s eaay to see that F i s a subfunctor of QH , where 
Ê amplê  6 ,1: 
Now we give an example of a separating functor F preser-
ving subdirect products, cxxAsdi FC4) -» 4 and such that 
F is not a subfunctor of any (StM • The character of 
F i s < 3 , 3 > : 
Denote by Qf Q* (J* three different copies of the 
functor Q 4 Points of Q£ CX) wi l l be denoted by 
* * i * * l > ' * s * i ' In <31 v 0* v <Z* we make the f o l -
lowing identifications: 
<%•, **,, Vi ?~ <VitVkiWi^ i 
<*1, *1» *J~ <**, Xl,*2>" • 
Theorem 5,1 implies eas i ly that the functor F , 
received by these identifications, preserves subdirect 
products. Now we prove that F is not a subfunctor of 
any 6L . Suppose that i t i s and let KM i F —• C?̂  be 
a monotransformation. Then necessarily caucd, X £ 3 # 
Choose three different points a,,Jtyf C of X , put A* 
= (4,fJtr,c1.The points <a,,fr, c >% I * 17 1? 3 
are three different points of FCX) j put cc^ -» 
• (JL C<a,, fyc?) , i . e . *• - X - * X . 
l l We prove that ec. CX) ar A : If <T* X - * X i s a map-
ping with &C<X) 4» «X exactly for ji ss a, or J< -» 4* 
or * a* e , respectively, then CFCtf )2 (< a,, J0r, C >*) * 
+ < a ? > , e >*, consequently a~ * C^ CO J Cot^* ^odC^ 
Nov/ if fr: X —> X i s a mapping with eJlf*x)-+ «X exact-
ly for * 4 A 9 then f FCff) 1 «a,, to>y c >
l) m icu^A^ c >+, 
consequently ct* m & * eCA. * 
2) Now l e t $D, C, 1? : X —> X be mappings with pCa,)a 
m erca.) -• pcJtr) = Mi,pCc)=ec&>)°: <rcc>-:JCj,•&•<&->«^ 
retV>« r c o « .*,,, j(, + jca. Tn«n 
lFff>.1 « a , .*-,*>*> - fFf<5->3 «*,.*,<*>-> , 
[ F ^ J « a , , ^ c > i > - tFCC)D«-v,^e>»> , 
[FCf»J « a , *,*>'> - -F<*>:K<->,->,«>"> • 
This implies 
( # ) £># oC - 6^oC , $>°OCz'" &* 0C$ , 9>
0<K'3 = T * <X>^ * 
Choose JC e X v/ith ocC*)** &. The asser t ion (*c) im-
*f 
pl ies eas i ly : @ 0 oc* C#) « ^ , consequently O-^.x')-* <£, 
hence tf- c ci^ Cx) = X^ j thus cc^ to)-=-a, 3ut p • a^ Car).* 
S lV r « <rt̂  C.X) -» Jf* 4 Which is a contradict ion. 
19 7 .2 •* 
Note 6.1:The following character izat ion of subfunc-
tors of Q, -functors can.be proved eas i ly : 
A functor F is a subfunctor of some Q^ i f and only 
if e i ther F « C, or F --* C, . or F ** C- or there 
ex i s t s an eoitransformation 7}: V 6JM —* F such 
I, € 7 «* 
that 
1) a l l M t are non-void s e t s ; the domain r e s t r i c t i o n s 
H s ®M —* ^ of %) are monotransformations; 
2) there ex is t s a set M and surjections m* : M«—*M 
L t> 
such that the equality 2>y(cf)~y>y (<$') with Cf e 
€ QM (Y), <?'€ QM (Y) holds i f and only i f 
Cf * /mL * <f' • *nL, * 
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